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Based on the analysis of second-order moments, a generalized canonical representation of a two-dimensional
optical signal is proposed, which is associated with the angular Poincaré sphere. Vortex-free (or zero-twist)
optical beams arise on the equator of this sphere, while beams with a maximum vorticity (or maximum twist)
are located at the poles. An easy way is shown how the latitude on the sphere, which is a measure for the
degree of vorticity, can be derived from the second-order moments. The latitude is invariant when the beam
propagates through a first-order optical system between conjugate planes. To change the vorticity of a beam, a
system that does not operate between conjugate planes is needed, with the gyrator as the prime representative
of such a system. A direct way is derived to find an optical system (consisting of a lens, a magnifier, a rotator,
and a gyrator) that transforms a beam with an arbitrary moment matrix into its canonical form. © 2010 Op-
tical Society of AmericaOCIS codes: 080.5084, 080.2468, 070.2590, 080.2730, 140.3295, 080.4865.
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d. INTRODUCTION
t is common to use the angular Poincaré sphere for the
epresentation of the polarization [1] (or, in other words,
he spin components of the angular momentum) of a ra-
iation beam. This approach has recently been general-
zed [2–6] to the case of Gaussian-type modes, which may
ossess orbital angular momentum. In the present paper
e propose to use this formalism for the description of an
rbitrary scalar two-dimensional signal, which might be
eterministic or stochastic (i.e., completely coherent or
artially coherent).
An optical beam is usually characterized by the ten
entral second-order moments of its Wigner distribution
7,8], arranged in a 44 matrix M. These moments pro-
ide information about the beam’s transversal width, its
ar-field divergence, the z-component of the orbital angu-
ar momentum, its principal axes, several quality param-
ters, etc. [9]. Furthermore, based on the knowledge of
he second-order moments, we can separate all beams
nto two groups: intrinsically isotropic beams on the one
and and anisotropic ones on the other [10]. To character-
ze the anisotropy, we use the Poincaré sphere.
After transforming an arbitrary signal into its canoni-
al form, corresponding to a diagonal moment matrix
10,11], we associate the resulting state with the intersec-
ion of the main meridian and the equator on the Poincaré
phere. However, the actual state of the original signal it-
elf may be different from the one of its canonical form,
hich—as a matter of fact—always corresponds to zero
orticity.
In this paper we introduce a generalized canonical form
hat allows us to represent the signal as a point on the1084-7529/10/040918-10/$15.00 © 2oincaré sphere. The latitude of this point corresponds to
he vorticity of the beam (i.e., the value of the
-component of the orbital angular momentum), while its
ongitude corresponds to the orientation of the beam’s
rincipal axis. We show a way to express the latitude on
he sphere directly in terms of the second-order moments.
oreover, we observe that the latitude is invariant when
he beam propagates through a first-order optical system
etween conjugate planes. If we identify the vorticity of a
eam with this latitude, we conclude that the vorticity
an only change when the beam propagates through a
on-conjugate system, with the gyrator as the prime rep-
esentative.
We also show a direct way to find an optical system (in
eneral consisting of a lens, a magnifier, a rotator, and a
yrator) that transforms a beam with an arbitrary mo-
ent matrix into its canonical form. Such a system has a
lear physical meaning: (i) the lens cancels the quadratic
hase front of the initial beam; (ii) the subsequent mag-
ifier matches the beam’s space moments with its spatial-
requency moments; (iii) the rotator aligns the beam to its
rincipal axis; and (iv) the gyrator expresses the vorticity
f the beam. The proposed approach may be useful for dif-
erent applications such as beam characterization and
ignal analysis and synthesis.
. WIGNER DISTRIBUTION AND ITS TEN
ECOND-ORDER MOMENTS
e recall that the Wigner distribution Wr ,q of an opti-
al signal with cross-spectral density function r1 ,r2, is
efined as [7]010 Optical Society of America
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n the above expressions, r= x ,yt represents the trans-
ersal space coordinates x and y in the form of a column
ector, and q= u ,vt is a similar representation of the
patial-frequency variables u and v. For convenience, we
se dimensionless space and spatial-frequency variables
and q, normalized in the x and y directions to wx,y and
x,y
−1 , respectively. The definition (1) is valid for a general
ptical signal, which may be partially coherent; we recall
hat for a coherent signal fr, the cross-spectral density
r1 ,r2 reduces to the product fr1f*r2.
With E=Wr ,qdrdq denoting the total energy of the
ptical signal, the central second-order moments of the
igner distribution are defined as [8]
M =
1
E  rqrt,qtWr,qdrdq
=
1
E  	
xx xy xu xv
xy yy yu yv
xu yu uu uv
xv yv uv vv


Wx,y,u,vdxdydudv 2
nd constitute a positive-definite real symmetric 44 mo-
ent matrix M,
M = 	
mxx mxy mxu mxv
mxy myy myu myv
mxu myu muu muv
mxv myv muv mvv

¬ Mrr MrqMrqt Mqq , 3
ith ten degrees of freedom. We have chosen the origin of
he coordinate system such that the first-order moments
anish: rWr ,qdrdq=qWr ,qdrdq=0.
. FIRST-ORDER OPTICAL SYSTEM AND
TS SYMPLECTIC RAY TRANSFORMATION
ATRIX
o study the propagation of an optical signal (and in par-
icular its moments) through a first-order optical system,
e need to know how its Wigner distribution is trans-
ormed by such a system. We recall that a lossless first-
rder optical system [12] can be described by its real sym-
lectic 44 ray transformation matrix T, which relates
he position vector ri and direction vector qi of an incom-
ng ray to the position vector ro and direction vector qo of
he outgoing one:
roqo = Triqi = A BC Driqi . 4
ymplecticity of the matrix T is defined asT = A BC D =  Dt −Bt−Ct At −1,
or T−1 = JTtJ with J = i0 − II 0  = J−1. 5
rom the definitions of the Wigner distribution [Eq. (1)],
ts moments [Eq. (2)], and the ray transformation matrix
Eq. (4)], we easily derive that when an optical signal
ropagates through a first-order optical system, its input
nd output Wigner distributions are related as [7]
oAr+Bq ,Cr+Dq=Wir ,q, and its moments in the in-
ut and output planes are related as [8]
Mo = Mrr MrqMrqt Mqqo = A BC DMrr MrqMrqt MqqiA BC D
t
= TMiTt. 6
his input-output relation will be the basis for our further
nalysis.
. CANONICAL FORM  OF THE MOMENT
ATRIX M
ccording to Williamson’s theorem [10,11], for any
ositive-definite real symmetric 44 matrix M, there ex-
sts a real symplectic matrix To such that
M = ToTot, 7
f. Eq. (6), where  takes the canonical form
 =  00  with  = x 00 y and x y 0.
8
rom the input-output relation (7), written in the form
Tot−1=To, and the symplecticity condition (5), hence
Tot−1=JToJ, we easily derive [8] MJTo=ToJ, and
e conclude that the diagonal matrix  follows directly
rom the eigenvalues ±x and ±y of the permutated mo-
ent matrix MJ, and that To follows from the eigenvec-
ors of MJ2:
MJ2To = To2. 9
s a matter of fact, the determination of the canonical ei-
envalues x and y is easy: from the two moment invari-
nts
xy = detM¬ I1, 10a
x
2 + y
2 = mxxmuu − mxu
2  + myymvv − myv
2 
+ 2mxymuv − mxvmyu ¬ I2, 10b
e get immediately
x ± y2 = I2 ± 2I1 10c
nd thus
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1
2 I2 + 2I1 ± I2 − 2I1. 11
ote that I2 /2I1=
1
2 x /y+y /x1 and that the equality
ign arises for x=y. The equality of x and y corre-
ponds to the intrinsically isotropic case, while xy cor-
esponds to the anisotropic case [10].
. MODIFIED IWASAWA DECOMPOSITION
ND ORTHOSYMPLECTIC SYSTEMS
o analyze how a moment matrix M can be brought into
ts canonical form , we represent the ray transformation
atrix To that appears in Eq. (7) in its modified Iwasawa
ecomposition [10,13–16]. We write
To = A BC D =  I 0− L IS 00 S−1 X Y− Y X
¬ TlLTmSToX + iY, 12
n which cascade the first matrix, TlL, corresponds to an
namorphic lens LL described by the symmetric matrix
L = − CAt +DBtAAt +BBt−1 = Lt, 13a
he second matrix, TmS, corresponds to a magnifier
S described by the positive-definite symmetric matrix
S = AAt +BBt1/2 = St, 13b
nd the third matrix, ToX+ iY, corresponds to a so-
alled orthosymplectic system OU described by the uni-
ary matrix
U = X + iY = AAt +BBt−1/2A + iB = U†−1, 13c
here the superscript † represents the combined action of
onjugation and transposition: U†= U*t. Note that the
ay transformation matrix To of an orthosymplectic sys-
em is not only symplectic, but also orthogonal: To
−1
JTo
tJ=To
t .
Any first-order optical system can thus be realized by
eans of the cascade LLMSOU. In Section 6 we will
oncentrate on the orthosymplectic part OU and study
ts effect when it operates on a beam whose moment ma-
rix is in the canonical form . As a preparation, we recall
ome basic properties of orthosymplectic systems.
Three basic orthosymplectic systems are: the separable
ractional Fourier transformer F1 ,2, the rotator R,
nd the gyrator G, defined by the unitary matrices
Uf1,2 = expi1 00 expi2 , 14a
Ur =  cos  sin − sin  cos  , 14b
Ug =  cos  i sin i sin  cos   , 14c
nd with ray transformation matrices Tf1 ,2, Tr,
g, respectively. These basic systems are additive in
heir parameters and correspond to rotations in phase
pace: the rotator R performs a rotation through an
ngle  in the xy and the uv planes, the gyrator G inhe xu and yv planes, and the separable fractional Fourier
ransformer F1 ,2 in the xu plane (through an angle
1) and the yv plane (through an angle 2). From the
any decompositions of a general orthosymplectic system
U into more basic ones, we mention in particular
OU = R− 	G− 
Fx − ,y + , 15
hich follows from the identities
U =  expixcos  − expiy + sin expix − sin  expiycos  
=Uf 12,− 12Ur− Uf− 12, 12Ufx,y
=Ur− 	Ug− 
Uf− ,Ufx,y, 16
here the angles 	 and 
 are related to  and  by
sin 2
 = sin 2 sin , 17a
cos 2 = cos 2	 cos 2
, 17b
nd  follows from tan =tan 	 tan 
.
. GENERALIZED CANONICAL FORM Mo
et us consider a moment matrix Mo that can be brought
nto its canonical form  by means of an orthosymplectic
ystem OU:
o = ToTo
t =  X Y− Y X 00 Xt − YtYt Xt 
= XXt + YYt − XYt + YXtXYt − YXt XXt + YYt 
¬  Mrro MrqoMrqo t Mqqo  =  Mrr
o Mrq
o
−Mrq
o Mrr
o  . 18
he moment matrix Mo will be called the generalized ca-
onical form. Note that Mqq
o =Mrr
o and Mrq
o t=−Mrq
o , that
he moment matrix Mo is completely described by the ex-
ression Mrr
o + iMrq
o , and that Eq. (18) can equivalently be
ritten in the form
Mrr
o + iMrq
o =UU†. 19
n the intrinsically isotropic case [10], with x=y=, we
ave Mrr
o + iMrq
o =I, and thus Mrr
o =I and Mrq
o =0; hence,
he moment matrix Mo==I is a scalar matrix.
For a separable fractional Fourier transformer
1 ,2, whose unitary representation Uf1 ,2 is diag-
nal, Eq. (19) leads to Mrr
o + iMrq
o =, and we conclude
hat such a system has no effect on the moments. In the
asic cascade (15), we can thus ignore the separable frac-
ional Fourier transformer Fx− ,y+, and we can re-
trict ourselves to the subsystem R−	G−
. The gener-
lized canonical form can then be generated by letting the
ascade of a rotator and a gyrator, R−	G−
, operate
pon the canonical form, in which case Eq. (19) yields
Mrr
o + iMrq
o =Ur− 	Ug− 
Ug
Ur	. 20
quation (20) leads in detail to the expressions
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o + myy
o = x + y, 21a
mxx
o − myy
o = x − ycos 2
 cos 2	, 21b
2mxy
o = x − ycos 2
 sin 2	, 21c
2mxv
o = x − ysin 2
, 21d
nd also mxu
o =myv
o =myu
o +mxv
o =0. Note that Mo has only
our degrees of freedom.
. REPRESENTATION OF THE
ENERALIZED CANONICAL FORM Mo ON
HE ANGULAR POINCARÈ SPHERE
et us now represent the generalized canonical form of a
eam (i.e., with a moment matrix of the form Mo) on the
ngular Poincaré sphere. With
Q1 = mxx
o − myy
o = Q cos 2
 cos 2	, 22a
Q2 = 2mxy
o = Q cos 2
 sin 2	, 22b
Q3 = 2mxv
o = Q sin 2
, 22c
Q = Q12 + Q22 + Q32 = x − y, 22d
nd with Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3 representing the components of the
rbital angular momentum [2,4], the canonical form , for
hich Mo satisfies the additional condition mxy
o =mxv
o =0,
an be represented on the angular Poincaré sphere [2,4]
ith radius Q and located at the point Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3
Q ,0 ,0, which is the point where the equator (in the
lane Q3=0) and the main meridian (in the plane Q2=0)
ross. From Eqs. (21b)–(21d) we conclude that the general
ascade R−	G−
 yields
Q1,Q2,Q3 = Q cos 2
 cos 2	,Q cos 2
 sin 2	,Q sin 2
,
nd that, starting from the point Q ,0 ,0, the entire
phere can thus be populated: the gyrator G−
 brings us
rom Q ,0 ,0 to the point Q cos 2
 ,0 ,Q sin 2
 on the
ain meridian with the correct latitude 2
, and the sub-
equent rotator R−	 then brings us to the correct longi-
ude 2	. We conclude that the canonical form of a beam,
ocated at Q ,0 ,0 on the Poincaré sphere, can be consid-
red as a generator for beams with the same value of Q
ut with different orientations of the orbital angular mo-
entum.
. CONJUGATE CANONICAL FORM Mo„…
s a consequence of the results of the previous section,
he system with ray transformation matrix To can be re-
uced to LLMSR−	G−
, and we remark that the
ubsystem LLMSR−	 is a system that operates be-
ween conjugate planes. Based on this observation, we in-
roduce the conjugate canonical form M¯o
,M¯o
 = M¯rro 
 M¯rqo 

− M¯rq
o 
 M¯rr
o 

 , 23
hich arises when we let the gyrator G−
 operate upon
he canonical form  and which is located on the main
eridian Q2=0 of the Poincaré sphere. We have
M¯rr
o 
 + iM¯rq
o 
 =Ug− 
Ug
, 24
f. Eq. (20), and thus
m¯xx
o = x cos
2 
 + y sin
2 
, 25a
m¯yy
o = x sin
2 
 + y cos
2 
, 25b
2m¯xv
o = x − ysin 2
 = 2mxv
o . 25c
ote that m¯xy
o =0 (and m¯xu
o =m¯yv
o =m¯yu
o +m¯xv
o =0) and that
¯ o
 has only three degrees of freedom. We remark that
det M¯rr
o 
 =  12 x − ysin 2
2 + xy, 26
nd that it takes its maximum value 14 x+y
2 for 

± 14.
Any moment matrix M can be brought into its conju-
ate canonical form M¯o
 by the cascade of a lens LL, a
agnifier MS, and a rotator R−	. We write
M = Mrr MrqMrqt Mqq =  I 0− L IMLI − L0 I  , 27a
ML = S 00 S−1Ur− 	 00 Ur− 	M¯o

 Ur	 00 Ur	S 00 S−1
¬  MrrL MrqLMrqL t MqqL  , 27b
nd thus
Mrr
L = SUr− 	M¯rr
o 
Ur	S =Mrr, 28a
Mqq
L = S−1Ur− 	M¯rr
o 
Ur	S−1, 28b
Mrq
L = SUr− 	M¯rq
o 
Ur	S−1. 28c
rom Eqs. (28a) and (28b) we get the relationship
S−1MrrS−1 = SMqq
L S =Ur− 	M¯rr
o 
Ur	, 29
hich will play an important role later, and we also note
hat
detMrr = det S2 det M¯rr
o 
. 30
We finally remark that the rotator R−	 in the cascade
LMSR−	 may be shifted to the other end of the
ascade, leading to R−	LL˜MS˜, with the original
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Ur	LUr−	 and S˜=Ur	SUr−	. From this observa-
ion we conclude that—unlike the latitude—the longitude
f the generalized canonical form on the Poincaré sphere
oes not have a strong physical meaning: it is solely de-
ermined by the choice of the transverse coordinate sys-
em, i.e., by the actual orientations of the x and y axes. A
otation of the coordinate system around the z axis corre-
ponds to a rotation of the Poincaré sphere around the po-
ar axis.
. One-Dimensional Case
n the one-dimensional case,
M = mxx mxumxu muu =  1 0−  1s 00 s−1 00 s 00 s−1
1 − 0 1  =  s2 − s2− s2 s−2 − s22 , 31
ith To realized by a lens L and a magnifier Ms, we
asily derive that =detM=m¯xxo , s2=mxx /, and −
mxu /mxx. Note that in the one-dimensional case, the con-
ugate canonical form M¯o is automatically in the canoni-
al form: M¯o=.
. Intrinsically Isotropic Case
he intrinsically isotropic case x=y= strongly re-
embles the one-dimensional case. We then have =I,
he orthosymplectic subsystem R−	G−
 is now irrel-
vant, and the moment matrix M can be expressed as
M = Mrr MrqMrqt Mqq =  I 0− L IS 00 S−1I 00 IS 00 S−1
I − L0 I  =  S2 − S2L− LS2 S−2 − LS2L , 32
ith S2=−1Mrr and −L=Mrr
−1Mrq. We remark that the
atrix −1M is symplectic and we recall that when a sym-
lectic moment matrix M propagates through an ABCD
ystem, its symplectic character is preserved, the propor-
ionality factor  remains the same, and −L± iS−2
Mrr
−1Mrq± iI¬Z± propagates according to the bilinear
BCD law [8]
Zo
± = C +DZi
±A +BZi
±−1. 33
he latter propagation law is an easy equivalent for the
nput-output relation (6).
To see the strong resemblance between the intrinsically
sotropic case and the one-dimensional case, we remark
hat the relations Mrr
−1Mrq=−L and −1Mrr=S2 are in
omplete analogy with mxx
−1mxu=− and −1mxx=s2. Note
hat in the intrinsically isotropic case, with seven degrees
f freedom, everything is determined by detM and the
ubmatrices Mrr and Mrq; the submatrix Mqq follows as
2Mrr
−1+Mrr
−1Mrq
2 , which is again in analogy with muu
2m−1+m−1m2 in the one-dimensional case.xx xx xu. Two-Dimensional Case with =0
efore we study the general two-dimensional case in Sec-
ion 10, we first consider the special case 
=0, for which
¯
rr
o 
= and M¯rq
o 
=0. The conjugate canonical form
¯ o0 is again automatically in the canonical form , and
or the moment matrix M, which now has nine degrees of
reedom, we easily verify via Eqs. (27a) and (27b) that
rqMrr=MrrMrq
t and that Mrq=−MrrL. We can now de-
ermine the lens LL, the magnifier MS, and the rota-
or R−	 directly from the moment matrix M, as is
hown in Appendix A.
Whereas MrqMrr=MrrMrq
t leads to a generalized ca-
onical form that is located on the equator of the Poincaré
phere 
=0, this is no longer the case when MrqMrr
MrrMrq
t . In Section 9 we will relate the latter case to
he appearance of twist.
. TWIST AND ORBITAL ANGULAR
OMENTUM
n the general two-dimensional case, the moment matrix
can be decomposed in the form
M = Mrr MrqMrqt Mqq =  I 0Mrqt Mrr−1 I
Mrr 00 Mqq −Mrqt Mrr−1MrqI Mrr
−1Mrq
0 I  . 34
e recall that when the matrix Mrr
−1Mrq is symmetric,
hich happens for 
=0, it defines immediately the lens in
he decomposition (27a): L=−Mrr
−1Mrq.
The twist of a beam [17–24] is connected to the asym-
etry of the matrix Mrr
−1Mrq. To measure the degree of
wist, we use the asymmetry of the (normalized) matrix
Mrr
1/2Mrr
−1MrqMrr
1/2 =Mrr
−1/2MrqMrr
1/2 =Mrr
−1/2MrqMrrMrr
−1/2,
nd we define the (normalized) twist parameter as
T =
mxu − myvmxy + mxvmyy − mxxmyu
detMrr1/2
. 35
ote that the numerator in the above expression corre-
ponds to the asymmetry of MrqMrr, i.e., to the upper off-
iagonal element of MrqMrr− MrqMrrt.
Another quantity that is defined by means of the
econd-order moments is the orbital angular momentum
25–27]
 = mxv − myu, 36
.e., the asymmetry of the matrix Mrq. Note that in the
ase of a beam with a symmetrical intensity profile, i.e.,
xx=myy and mxy=0, the orbital angular momentum is
dentical to the twist, and the difference −T may thus
ct in general as a measure for the asymmetry of the
eam.
Using Eqs. (21a)–(21d) and (25a)–(25c), we easily de-
ive that for the generalized and conjugate canonical
orms we have
o = ¯o = 2mxv
o = x − ysin 2
, 37
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mxv
o
mxvo 2 + xy
. 38
onsidered as a function of 
, the orbital angular momen-
um o and the twist To take their extremum values
hen 2
= ± 12, i.e., at the poles of the Poincaré sphere:
omax= Tomax=x−y. For 
=0, i.e., if the generalized
anonical form is located on the equator of the Poincaré
phere, the twist and the orbital angular momentum van-
sh.
. Propagation of the Twist between Conjugate Planes
e will prove the important property that T is an invari-
nt if the light propagates in a first-order optical system
etween conjugate planes. Propagation between conju-
ate planes can be described by the ray transformation
atrix
T =  A 0− LA At−1 , 39
here L=Lt is a symmetric matrix that can be associated
ith a lens. Using the input-output relation (6), we easily
erive
Mrro =AMrriAt, 40a
Mrqo = −AMrriAtL +AMrqiA−1, 40b
MrqMrro = −AMrriAtLAMrriAt +AMrqMrriAt.
40c
rom Eq. (40a) we see that
detMrro
1/2 = detMrri
1/2 detA.
s the matrix AMrriAtLAMrriAt in Eq. (40c) is sym-
etric, the asymmetry of MrqMrro is equal to the asym-
etry of AMrqMrriAt, which in its turn is equal to the
symmetry of MrqMrri detA. Both the numerator and
he denominator in the expression for T, see Eq. (35),
cale with the same factor detA, and we thus conclude
hat the twist To in the output plane equals the twist Ti in
he input plane.
Since T is an invariant between conjugate planes, the
wist of the beam with moment matrix M is identical to
he twist of its generalized canonical form Mo and its con-
ugate canonical form M¯o. We thus have found a direct
ay to express the latitude 2
 of the generalized canoni-
al form on the Poincaré sphere (or its component Q3
Q sin 2
=2mxv
o ) in terms of the entries of the moment
atrix M. We only need to determine the canonical eigen-
alues x,y via Eq. (11) and the twist T via Eq. (35), and
hen use Eqs. (37) and (38) to get
Q3 = x − ysin 2
 =
2Txy
x + y2 − T2
. 41
plot of Q3 / x−y versus T / x−y for different values
f the ratio  − 2 /4  has been depicted in Fig. 1.x y x y. Propagation of the Orbital Angular Momentum in an
sotropic System
e recall that the orbital angular momentum  is invari-
nt in an isotropic first-order optical system [28–30], for
hich the ray transformation matrix can be expressed as
T = aUr− 	 bUr− 	cUr− 	 dUr− 	 with ad − bc = 1. 42
uch an invariance does not generally hold for the twist,
ut it may hold if the signal satisfies additional condi-
ions. In the case of a rotationally symmetric beam, for in-
tance, for which [31]
Mrr = mxxI, Mqq = muuI, Mrq =  mxu mxv− mxv mxu ,
e easily verify that the twist T equals the orbital angu-
ar momentum =2mxv and is thus invariant.
0. GENERAL TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE
n the most general case, we can find the system that
rings the moment matrix M into its canonical form ,
till without having to determine the symplectic matrix
o whose columns are the eigenvectors of MJ2, see Eq.
9). We start with Eq. (34). Using the canonical decompo-
ition for the block-diagonal inner matrix, which is posi-
ive definite symmetric like M itself, this inner matrix can
e written in the form
Mrr 00 Mqq −Mrqt Mrr−1Mrq = TmSTr− 	GTr	TmS,
43
ay, where the canonical form G contains the canonical ei-
envalues gx,y of this inner matrix, and where the magni-
er matrix S and the rotator angle 	 can be determined
long the lines described in Appendix A. We can thus ex-
ig. 1. Plot of Q3 / x−y versus T / x−y for different values
f the ratio r2= x−y2 /4xy: r=5 (dashed curve), r=2 (dashed–
otted curve), r=1 (dotted curve), and r→0 (solid curve).
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M = Tl−Mrq
t Mrr
−1TmSTr− 	GTr	
TmSTl
t −Mrq
t Mrr
−1, 44
here
Tl−Mrq
t Mrr
−1 =  I 0Mrqt Mrr−1 I . 45
ote that the matrix Tl−Mrq
t Mrr
−1 corresponds to the ray
ransformation matrix Tl of a lens, and that the eigenval-
es gx,y are equal to the canonical eigenvalues x,y of M
nly if the matrix Mrq
t Mrr
−1 is symmetric.
We now separate the (possibly asymmetric) matrix
Mrq
t Mrr
−1 into its symmetric and antisymmetric parts,
−Mrq
t Mrr
−1 = Ls + h with  =  0 1− 1 0 , 46a
Ls = −
1
2 Mrq
t Mrr
−1 +Mrr
−1Mrq, 46b
h = − 12 Mrq
t Mrr
−1 −Mrr
−1Mrq, 46c
eading to
M = TlLsTlhTmSTr− 	
GTr	TmSTl
t hTl
tLs. 47
ote that the matrix TlLs corresponds to the ray trans-
ormation matrix of a lens, but that the matrix Tlh
oes not (unless h vanishes). By shifting the matrices
lh and Tl
t h toward G, expressing the cascade
lh det SGTl
t h det S in its canonical form  and
earranging the occurring ray transformation matrices,
e get the final form
M = TlLs + LaTmmSTr− 	Tg− 
Tg

Tr	TmmSTl
tLs + La, 48
here
La = S−1− sin 2	 cos 2	cos 2	 sin 2	S−1, 49a
with  =
gx − gy
gx + gy
h det S
=
− T
2xy
x − y2 − T2
x + y2 − T2
, 49b
and m−4 = 1 +
4gxgy
gx + gy2
h det S2
= 1 +
T2
x + y2 − T2
. 49c
or the details how to convert Eq. (47) into Eq. (48), we
efer to Appendix B.
The lens LLa that appears in addition to the lens
L  is proportional to the asymmetry −h of the matrixsrq
t Mrr
−1. When Mrq
t Mrr
−1 is symmetric, this additional lens
anishes, and so does the gyrator; the generalized canoni-
al form Mo=Tr−	Tr	 is then located on the equator
f the Poincaré sphere. Note that the additional lens also
anishes when gx=gy=g, in which case T=x−y=2gh˜
nd 
= /4, cf. Eqs. (B6a), (B6c), and (B7) in Appendix B;
he generalized canonical form Mo=Tg± /4Tg /4,
here the sign depends on the sign of h, is then located at
ne of the poles of the Poincaré sphere.
1. CONCLUSION
n this paper we have generalized the way in which
aussian-type modes are represented on the angular
oincaré sphere, to general two-dimensional signals. It
as shown that, with the help of a lens and a magnifier,
ny two-dimensional beam can be transformed into a
eam for which the matrix of second-order moments has
he generalized canonical form Mo. By ordering the en-
ries of Mo in such a way that the three components of the
eam’s orbital angular momentum arise, and based on the
ay in which a rotator and a gyrator act on a beam in its
anonical form , we were able to locate the beam on a
ertain point on the Poincaré sphere. We have shown an
asy way how the entries of the diagonal matrix , i.e.,
he canonical eigenvalues x and y, can be derived di-
ectly from the second-order moments; see also [10].
We have then shown that the intrinsically isotropic
ase—i.e., the case for which the canonical form takes the
orm of a scalar matrix, =I, and the Poincaré sphere
educes to a point—corresponds to the case that −1M is a
ymplectic matrix. The moment matrix has then only
even degrees of freedom, in accordance with (i) the three
egrees of freedom of the lens, (ii) the three degrees of
reedom of the magnifier, and (iii) the canonical eigen-
alue x=y=. The lens and the magnifier follow easily
rom the moment matrix M.
Subsequently, we have studied the case for which the
eneralized canonical form Mo is located on the equator of
he Poincaré sphere, and we have shown that this case
orresponds to a moment matrix M with zero-twist. The
oment matrix then satisfies the symmetry condition
rqMrr=MrrMrq
t and has nine degrees of freedom, in ac-
ordance with (i) the three degrees of freedom of the lens,
ii) the three degrees of freedom of the magnifier, (iii) the
wo canonical eigenvalues, and (iv) an additional rotation
long the equator. We have shown a direct way to deter-
ine the lens, the magnifier, and the rotation angle from
he second-order moments.
In the most general case, with the moment matrix hav-
ng the full ten degrees of freedom, the generalized ca-
onical form may be located off the equator, i.e., its lati-
ude may be nonzero. The general case corresponds to a
oment matrix that has twist, and we have related the
egree of twist to the latitude of the generalized canonical
orm. In particular, we were able to express the latitude
irectly in terms of the canonical eigenvalues x,y and the
wist T. We have also shown that the twist parameter T of
beam, whose value is bounded by ±x−y, is invariant
hen this beam propagates through a first-order optical
ystem between conjugate planes. Due to this invariance
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andidate to describe the vortex part of the orbital angu-
ar momentum.
Finally, we have shown a direct way to find an optical
ystem (in general consisting of a lens, a magnifier, a ro-
ator, and a gyrator) that transforms a beam with an ar-
itrary moment matrix into its canonical form. In the re-
ulting cascade, the lens cancels the quadratic phase
ront of the initial beam, the subsequent magnifier
atches the space moments and the spatial-frequency
oments of the beam, and the rotator aligns the beam
ith its principal axes.
PPENDIX A: THE CASE =0
hen MrqMrr=MrrMrq
t , which results in 
=0, we can de-
ermine the lens LL, the magnifier MS, and the rota-
or R−	 directly from the entries of the moment matrix.
he matrix L follows immediately as L=−Mrr
−1Mrq, cf.
qs. (27a) and (27b). To determine the remaining vari-
bles S and 	, let us consider the reduced matrix ML, cf.
q. (27a):
ML =  Mrr MrqLMrqL t MqqL  =  I 0L IMI L0 I . A1
e recall that det M¯rr
o 0=xy=detM, see Eqs. (26) and
10a).
The positive-definite symmetric matrix S can be ex-
ressed in its eigenvalues and eigenvectors as
S = sxx sxysxy syy = cos  − sin sin  cos  sx 00 sy cos  sin − sin  cos  ,
A2
here sx,y0. As a simple example, we mention the sepa-
able case, mxy=muv
L =0, for which we have m¯xx
o 2
mxxmuu
L and m¯yy
o 2=myymvv
L , and for which we easily
erify sx
4=mxx /muu
L , sy
4=myy /mvv
L , and =	=0.
The non-separable case is not so easy, but we do have
he relation S−2Mrr=Mqq
L S2, see Eq. (29), from which the
ymmetric matrix S2 can be determined. If we define P
S2,
P = pxx pxypxy pyy = cos  − sin sin  cos  sx
2 0
0 sy
2 cos  sin − sin  cos  ,
A3
e can write the relation S−2Mrr=Mqq
L S2 in detail as
 pyy − pxy
− pxy pxx
mxx mxymxy myy
= det S2muuL muvLmuvL mvvL pxx pxypxy pyy
¬ muu muvmuv mvv pxx pxypxy pyy ,
ith det S2=detMrr /det M¯rr
o 0, cf. Eq. (30), and we get
he relations	
muu mxy + muv − mxx
0 myy + muu − mxy + muv
− mxy + muv mxx + mvv 0
− myy mxy + muv mvv

	pxxpxypyy
 = 0;
ote that mxxmyy−mxy
2 =muu mvv − muv 
2. The 43 matrix
n the latter expression has row dependence, mxy−muv 
row 1−row 4− mxx+mvv row 2+ myy+muu row 3=0,
nd we can reduce it to a 33 matrix, for instance, by de-
eting row 4,
	 muu mxy + muv − mxx0 myy + muu − mxy + muv
− mxy + muv mxx + mvv 0

	pxxpxypyy
 = 0.
he determinant of this matrix vanishes, so that we have
vanishing eigenvalue.
If mxymuv , the entries of the eigenvector that is asso-
iated with the vanishing eigenvalue follow most easily
rom rows 2 and 3,
pxx/pxy = mxx + mvv /mxy − muv ,
pyy/pxy = myy + muu /mxy − muv ,
nd shall be normalized according to pxxpyy−pxy
2
detMrr /det M¯rr
o 0. Hence
pxy
2 mxx + mvv myy + muu mxy − muv 2 − 1 = detMrrdetM ,
nd the sign of pxy should be chosen equal to the sign of
xy−muv . We thus get explicit values for pxx, pxy, and pyy.
nce P has been found, we easily conclude from Eq. (A3)
sx,y
2 = 12 pxx + pyy ±
1
2
pxx − pyy2 + pxy2 ,
tan  = sx
2 − pxx/pxy = pxy/sx
2 − pyy = pxy/pxx − sy
2
= pyy − sy
2/pxy,
nd the matrix S follows from Eq. (A2).
If mxy=muv , things are even easier: we get pxy=0, the
atrix P becomes a diagonal matrix, =0, and from Mrr
PMqq
L P we get immediately
pxx
2 = mxx/muu
L = sx
4 and pyy
2 = myy/mvv
L = sy
4.
We finally derive 	 from Eq. (29).
PPENDIX B: FROM EQ. (47) TO EQ. (48)
et us start with Eq. (47), which we repeat here for con-
enience:
M = TlLsTlhTmSTr− 	
GTr	TmSTl
t hTl
tLs. B1
sing the identity
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e can change the order of the matrices in the cascade
B1) and write
M = TlLsTmSTr− 	Tlh˜
GTl
t h˜Tr	TmSTl
tLs, B2
here we have introduced h˜=h det S.
The cascade of the inner three matrices,
lh˜GTl
t h˜, takes the form
	
gx 0 0 − gxh˜
0 gy gyh˜ 0
0 gyh˜ gx + gyh˜
2 0
− gxh˜ 0 0 gy + gxh˜
2

 . B3
sing the canonical decomposition again, the latter ma-
rix can be written in the form
TlLTmSTg− 
Tg
TmSTl
tL,
here the lens matrix L and the magnifier matrix S fol-
ow from gx,y and h˜ via
L = 0  0 with  = gx − gygx + gyh˜,
S = mI with m−4 = 1 +
4gxgy
gx + gy2
h˜2,
ee Eqs. (49b) and (49c). The moment matrix M thus
akes the form
M = TlLsTmSTr− 	TlLTmmITg− 

 Tg
TmmITl
tLTr	TmSTl
tLs, B4
here all matrices T now correspond to real optical sys-
ems, as is required for a canonical decomposition.
Using the identity
TmSTr−	TlLTmmI
=TlS−1Ur−	LUr	S−1TmmSTr−	,
e can change the order of the matrices in the cascade
B4) and write M in its final form,
M = TlLs + LaTmmSTr− 	Tg− 
Tg

Tr	TmmSTl
tLs + La, B5
ee Eq. (48), where we have introduced the lens matrix
La = S−1Ur− 	LUr	S−1,
ee Eq. (49a).
To express  and m in terms of the canonical eigenval-
es x,y and the twist T, we apply Eqs. (10a), (10c), and
35) to the matrix (B3). We thus easily verify the relations
etween x,y and T on the one hand and gx,y and h˜ on the
ther as
 ±  2 = g ± g 2 + 4g g h˜2, B6ax y x y x yxy = gxgy, B6b
T = − 2h˜gxgy, B6c
o that
 =
− T
2xy
x − y2 − T2
x + y2 − T2
and m−4 = 1 +
T2
x + y2 − T2
,
ee Eqs. (49b) and (49c). For completeness, we mention
he expression for the latitude 2
 in terms of gx,y and h˜:
sin 2
 =
− 4gxgyh˜
gx + gygx − gy2 + 4gxgyh˜2
. B7
ote that for gx=gy, we have sin 2
=−sgnh˜.
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